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Introduction 
In this paper we investigate the following problems: 
Problem 0.1. When does the remainder of the Stone-eech compactification PX of 
a Tychonoff space X satisfy given dimensional properties? 
Problem 0.2. For a Tychonoff space X, when does there exist a sufficient number 
of compactifications with remainders of given dimension? 
Concrete results relating to the solution of problems of this type play an important 
role in the study of classes of spaces and mappings. We encounter such results in 
works of Morita [13], Freudenthal [7], Skljarenko [ 161, Smirnov [17], Lelek [lo], 
Dimov [4] and others. 
All spaces are considered to be normal and all mappings are continuous if we 
do not state otherwise. Our terminology follows [l, 51. 
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1. Auxiliary assertions 
For every space X consider the following notations: 
L,,(X)=U{U: U is open in X and dim Usn}, 
L,(X)=U{L,(X): ??E N={O, 1,2,. . .}}, 
R,,(X) = X\L,(X) and R,(X) =X\&(X). 
If X = L,(X), we write locdim X s n. Let locdim, X = inf{co, n: x E L,,(X)}. 
If &(X)=X, we write locdim X <co. The symbol locdim Xc< 00 means 
locdim X = n for some n E N. 
The set C is a partition between sets A and B in the space X if there exist open 
disjoint sets V and W satisfying the conditions A c V, B c W and X\C = Vu W. 
A space X is said to be weakly infinite-dimensional or A-weakly infinite- 
dimensional (S-weakly infinite-dimensional) if for every sequence {(A,, B,): i E N} 
of pairs of disjoint closed subsets of X, there exists a sequence {C,: i E N} (a sequence 
{C, : i E N} and an integer n E N) such that n {C, : i E N} = 0 (n {C, : is n} = O), 
where Ci is a partition between A, and B, in X for all i E N. A space X is said to 
be strongly infinite-dimensional (S-strongly infinite-dimensional) if it is not weakly 
infinite-dimensional (S-weakly infinite-dimensional). 
A space X is weakly countable-dimensional if X is a union of a countable number 
of finite-dimensional closed subsets. 
Every countable compact A-weakly infinite-dimensional space is S-weakly 
infinite-dimensional. Every weakly countable-dimensional space is A-weakly 
infinite-dimensional. The discrete sum X = @ {I”: n E N}, where I” is the unit 
n-cube, is a weakly countable-dimensional space and is not an S-weakly infinite- 
dimensional space (see [l]). 
For the space X consider the following conditions: 
(i) Every closed countably compact subset of X is compact. 
(ii) If Z is a closed subspace of the space X, then dim Z = locdim Z. 
(iii) If Z is a closed subspace of the space X and locdim Z<< ~0, then dim Z = m 
for some m E N. 
Lemma 1.1 (Skljarenko [16]). If the set R,,(X) is not countably compact, then there 
exists a compact subset F c pX\X such that dim F 2 n •t 1. 
Lemma 1.2. Let {x,: n E N} be a discrete closed set in X and locdim,,, X 2 n for every 
n E N. Then there exists a compact set F c pX\X which is strongly injinite-dimensional. 
Proof. There exists a discrete system {F,: n E N} of closed sets in X, such that 
x, E F,, and dim F,, z n for every n E N. For every n E N there exists a sequence of 
pairs {(A:, By): is n + 1) of disjoint closed subsets of X such that t_! {A: u By: i S 
n + 1) = F, and for every closed partition C, in F,, between A: and By we have 
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n{Ci: iGn+l}#@ Let F = Cl,, (IJ {F,, : n E ~})\l._, {CIPxF,, : n E N}, Ai = 
Cl,, (U {A?: iz n -1))n F, B, =Cl,,(U {B:: is n-1)n F. Then the sets Ai, Bi 
are closed, pairwise disjoint in F and F is a compact subset of /3X\X. Consider 
in F partitions Ci between Ai and Bi such that n { Ci : i E N} = 0. Then there exist 
continuous functions {g, : pX + [-1, 11: i E N} such that IJ {A’ : n E N} c g;‘(-l), 
l_{B:: n~N}cg;‘(l), C,cg;‘(O) for every iEN and n{Fng;‘(O): iEN}=@ 
For every n E N there exists a point y, E F, n n {g;‘(O): i G n + 1). Suppose y E F n 
Cl,,{y, : n E N}. Then gi(y) = 0 for every i E N and y E n {g;‘(O): i E NJ. This 
contradiction implies that the compact F is strongly infinite-dimensional. 0 
Corollary 1.3. If the set R,(X) is not countably compact, then there exists a strongly 
injinite-dimensional compact subset F c pX\X. 
The system of sets {H, : n E N} converges to the set H c X if for every open set 
U in X containing H there exists a number m E N such that IJ {H,, : n 2 m} c U. 
Corollary 1.4. If the system of sets {R,,(X): n E N} does not converge to R,(X), then 
there exists a strongly injinite-dimensional compact set F c /3X\X. 
Proof. Suppose that U is an open set in X, R,,-(X) c U and x, E R,,(X)\ U for 
every n E N. Then locdim,, X 2 n and the set {x, . n E N} is closed and discrete in 
X. Lemma 1.2 completes the proof. 0 
The family {I-I, : a E A} is called hereditarily conservative if Cl(u (15,: a E A}) = 
IJ {Cl(&): a E A} for every family {L, G H,: a E A}. The family o is K,-conservative 
if o=l._{w,: n E N}, where w0 is hereditarily conservative and closed in X, 
(IJ {L: L E wi}) n (IJ {H: H E wj}) = 0 for i #j and for every n 3 1 the family w, is 
hereditarily conservative and closed in X\U {L: LE U {q: is n - l}}. The space 
X is called L-paracompact if every open cover of X has a K,-conservative refinement. 
The class of L-paracompact spaces contains the classes of paracompact spaces, 
weakly paracompact spaces and subparacompact spaces. 
Lemma 1.5 (Coban [3]). Every L-parucompact space satisjies conditions (i) and (ii). 
2. Almost n-dimensional spaces 
Definition 2.1. The space X is almost n-dimensional if there exists a compact set 
C G X such that dim Y G n for every closed set Y in X contained in X\ C. 
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Theorem 2.2. If the space X is almost n-dimensional, then dim F =G n for every compact 
set F z pX\X. 
Proof. Suppose that a compact set C satisfies the conditions of Definition 2.1. Fix 
a compact set F c pX\X. Then there exists an open set U in X such that F n 
Clp,U=gandCcU.Let Y=X\UThendimYsnandFcCl,,Y=/3YHence 
dim F s dim p Y = dim Y s n. The proof is completed. 0 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that the space X satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) The space X is almost n-dimensional. 
(2) The set R,(X) is compact. 
(3) dim F G n for every compact set F c /3X\X. 
Proof. (1) + (3) follows from Theorem 2.2, (3) + (2) follows from Lemma 1.1 and 
(2) + (1) is obvious. Cl 
Corollary 2.4. For an L-paracompact space X the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) 7’he space X is almost n-dimensional. 
(2) The set R,(X) is compact. 
(3) dim F < n for every compact set F c pX\X. 
The space X is called of countable type if every compact subset of X is contained 
in a compact subset of X having a countable character. 
Proposition 2.5. Let X be an almost n-dimensional space of countable type. Then 
dim pX\X G n. 
Proof. The space X is of countable type iff the space /3X\X is Lindelof [9,2]. Fix 
a compact set C c X of countable character for which dim(X\ U) G n for every 
open set U in X containing C. Then dim(pX\C) c n. Hence the space /3X\X is 
Lindelof and dim(PX\X) s dim(pX\C) G n. Cl 
Corollary 2.6. If a space X of countable type is L-paracompact or satisfies conditions 
(i) and (ii), then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) The space X is almost n-dimensional. 
(2) The set R,,(X) is compact. 
(3) dim pX\X =Z n. 
(4) dim F G n for every compact set F c pX\X. 
(5) X = Y u C, where C is compact and dim Y G n. 
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Corollary 2.7. Let X be a space of countable type. Then we have dim pX\X G 
inf{dim(X\F): F is a compact subset of X}. 
The assertions of Corollary 2.6 are announced by Terada [18, Theorem l] for 
every normal space of countable type. The proof of Terada has an omission. In 
particular, the implication (4) + (5) is not true for every normal space of countable 
type. 
Example 2.8. There exists a hereditarily normal, countably compact, locally compact 
and locally metrizable space S with the following properties: 
(1) The set /?S\S is a singleton and dim pS\S = 0. 
(2) For every compact set H c S there exists a compact set F c S\H, such that 
dim F=co. 
(3) The space S is not almost n-dimensional for every number n E N. 
Consider the space W(w,) = {a: a < w,}, where w, is the first uncountable order 
number, in the order topology. Let K, be a Hilbert cube for every a E Y = 
{cz E W(w,): a is not a limit order number}. Consider K, n K,, =B for a # b. On 
S=(Ww,)\Y)n(U{K?: a E Y}) we define the following topology: K, is an open- 
closed subspace of S for every a E Y; if x E W(w,)\ Y, then the neighbourhoods of 
x are of the form Ox = {x} u (U {KY: z < y < x}) u {a & Y: z < a < x}, where z <x. 
The equality ]&S\Sl = 1, the countably compactness and the hereditarily normality 
of the space S are established as for the space W(w,). 
3. Almost weakly infinite-dimensional spaces 
From a theorem of Skljarenko [16] on the construction of S-weakly infinite- 
dimensional spaces we have: 
Corollary 3.1. If a space X satisfies conditions (i) and (iii) or is L-paracompact, then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) The space X is S-weakly infinite-dimensional. 
(2) The set R,(X) is weakly infinite-dimensional compact and the sequence 
{R,,(X): n E N} converges to R,(X). 
(3) There exists a weakly infinite-dimensional compact set Cc X such that 
dim(X\ U) < cc for every open set U in X containing C. 
Definition 3.2. The space X is almost weakly infinite-dimensional if there exists a 
compact set F = X such that dim(X\ U) <cc for every open set U in X containing 
F. 
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Proposition 3.3. Let X be an almost weakly injinite-dimensional space. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) The space X is S-weakly infinite-dimensional. 
(2) Every compact subset of the space X is weakly injinite-dimensional. 
Proof. Let F be a weakly infinite-dimensional compact subset of the space X and 
dim(X\ U) <co for every open set U 2 F in X. Fix a countable number {(Ai, B,): i E 
N} of pairs of disjoint closed sets in X. There exist a number m and functions 
{hi:X+[-1,111 is m} such that A;c h;‘(-l), B,c h,‘(l) for every isrn and 
n {Fn h;‘(O): i<m}=@ Let U=X\n{hi’(O): ism}. The set U is open in X 
and F = U. Then dim(X\ U) = n for some n E N. Hence there exist continuous 
functions {h,:X+[-l,l]:j=m+l,..., m+n+l}, such that Aic h,:‘(-l), B,c 
h,:‘(l) and ~{(X\U)nh~‘(O):j=m+l,...,m+n+1}=0. Then n{h;‘(O):i< 
m+n+l}=@ 0 
Proposition 3.4. Let F be a compact subset of the space X and dim( X\ U) < CO for 
every open set U in X containing F. Then dim( X\ V) < CO for every open set V in PX 
containing F. 
Proof. Let V be an open set in PX and F c V. Then there exists an open set W in 
pX,suchthatpX\Vc Wand FnCl W=0. Weput Y-XnCl W.ThenClp,Y= 
PY and dim(/3X\V)sdimCl W=dimpY=dim Y<co. 0 
Theorem 3.5. If the space X satisjies conditions (i) and (iii) or is L-paracompact, then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) The space X is almost weakly infinite-dimensional. 
(2) dim F < CO for every compact set F c pX\X. 
(3) Every compact set Fc pX\X is weakly countable-dimensional. 
(4) Every compact set F c pX\X is weakly injinite-dimensional. 
Proof. The space is weakly countable-dimensional if it is a union of countably many 
closed subspaces of finite dimensions. Implication (1) + (2) follows from Theorem 
3.4, (2) -+ (3) + (4) are obvious and (4) + (1) follows from Corollaries 1.3 and 1.4. 0 
Theorem 3.6. If a space X of countable type is L-paracompact or satisjies conditions 
(i) and (iii), then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) The space X is almost weakly injinite-dimensional. 
(2) dim F < CO for every compact set F c pX\X. 
(3) The space pX\X is locally Jinite-dimensional. 
(4) The space pX\X is A-weakly injinite-dimensional. 
(5) 7’he space /3X\X is weakly countable-dimensional. 
(6) Every compact set F c pX\X is weakly injinite-dimensional. 
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Proof. (1) + (2) + (6) + (1) follow from Theorem 3.5 and (3) + (5) + (4) are just since 
pX\X is a Lindelof space. Implication (4) + (6) is obvious. Suppose that condition 
(1) is satisfied. Let a compact set C c X satisfy the conditions of Definition 3.2. 
Fix a point XEPX\X. Choose an open set W of PX, such that XE 
WC Cl WC pX\C. Let us consider U = pX\Cl W. Since the space /3X\X is 
Lindelof, we have dim((C1 W) n (pX\X)) s dim Cl W = dim(PX\ U) < ~0. Hence 
the implication (1) + (3) is true. The proof is complete. 0 
Theorem 3.5 yields the following statement: For the space X satisfying conditions 
(i) and (iii), either in pX\X there exists a strongly infinite-dimensional compact 
set or every compact set Fc pX\X is finite-dimensional. For every space this 
statement is not true. 
Proposition 3.7. Let X x Y be a countably compact normal space and for the space X 
the dimension Ind X is de&red. Then: 
(1) If the dimension Ind Y of the space Y is dejined, then the dimension Ind(X x Y) 
is defined and the space X x Y is weakly infinite-dimensional. 
(2) If the space Y is weakly injinite-dimensional, then the space XX Y is weakly 
infinite-dimensional. 
Proof. The Vedenissoff’s [ 1, p. 2971 equality Ind Z = Ind pZ holds for transfinite 
dimension Ind Z. The Glicksberg’s theorem [ 81 implies p (X x Y) = /3X x /3 Y. Hence 
for the spaces /?X and PY the dimension Ind is defined. Using the results of 
FedorEuk [6] the dimension Ind(PX xPY) is defined. Then Ind(X x Y) = 
Ind(PX xpY). 
Let the space Y be weakly infinite-dimensional. By LevSenko-Skljarenko’s 
theorem’ [l, p. 5431, the space /3 Y is weakly infinite-dimensional. Since the 
dimension Ind PX is defined, then by LevSenko’s theorem” [ll] the space /3X x PY 
is weakly infinite-dimensional. Then the space XX Y is S-weakly infinite- 
dimensional. 0 
Example 3.8. Let T be an uncountable regular cardinal number, r = N,, Y = 
W(w,) = {p: p < w,} with the order topology and X be a compact space of weight 
w(X) < T. Hence p Y = W( w,, + 1) and the space S = Y x X is normal and countably 
compact. Moreover, the spaces pS\S and X are homeomorphic. Therefore: 
(1) If for the space X the dimension Ind X is defined and dim X = CO, then 
dimensions Ind S and Ind(&!S\S) are defined and dim(@S\S) = co. 
(2) If X is weakly infinite-dimensional compact and dim X = ~0, then the spaces 
S and &S\S are weakly infinite-dimensional and dim S = dim(PS\S) = ~0. 
(3) If X is weakly countable-dimensional compact and dim X = ~0, then the 
spaces S and &S\S are weakly countable-dimensional and dim S = dim(PS\S) = ~0. 
’ The space X is S-weakly infinite-dimensional iff the compact PX is weakly infinite-dimensional. 
* Let X be a weakly infinite-dimensional compact and for compact Y the dimension Ind Y is defined. 
Then the space X x Y is weakly infinite-dimensional. 
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4. On the extensions with remainder of given dimension 
Consider the space X and the extensions e,X and e,X. The symbol e,X 2 e,X 
means that there exists a continuous mapping f: e,X + e,X such that f(x) = x for 
every x E X. The family of extensions E = {e,X: i E A} is directed if /3X = 
sup{eiX: i E A} and for every i, j E A there exists q E A such that e,X zz e,X and 
e4X 2 e,X. The family E is complete if the family E is directed and every sequence 
of bounded continuous functions {h, : X + R: n E N} is continuously extendable 
over some eX E E. 
From the theorem of Tumarkin-Katetov-Morita [5, Theorem 4.1.19; 1, p. 3851 
we have: 
Corollary 4.1. Let X be an almost n-dimensional metric space. Then there exist a 
compact set F c X and a complete family E of metrizable tech-complete extensions of 
the space X such that for every extension eX E E and every open set U in eX containing 
F we have dim(eX\ U) s n. In particular, dim(eX\X) s n for every eX E E. 
Corollary 4.2. Let X be an almost weakly infinite-dimensional metrizable space. Then 
there exist a compact set F c X and a complete family E of metrizable tech-complete 
extensions of the space X such that dim( eX\ U) < ~0 for every extension eX E E and 
every open set U in eX containing F. In particular, locdim(eX\X) < ~0 for every 
extension eX E E, 
Proposition 4.3. Let E be a directed family of compacttjications of the Tychonoflspace 
X and dim F s k for every compact set F c eX\X and every compactification eX E E. 
Then dim H s k for every compact set H c pX\X. 
Proof. Let E = {e,X: m E M}. The set A4 is directed and for m 2 n there exists a 
continuous mapping pz : e,X + e,X such that p:(x) = x for every x E X. For every 
m E M there exists a continuous mapping pm : pX + e,X such that p,(x) = x for 
every x E X. Fix a compact set H c pX\X. We put H,,, =p,H, qm = pm 1 H and 
q,” =p,“( H,,,. Then {H,,,, qr: m, n E M} is an inverse system of compact spaces of 
dimension c k and H = lim{ H,,,, qx: m, n E M}. Therefore dim H s k (see [S]). 0 
Proposition 4.4. Let E be a complete family of compactijications of the Tychonoflspace 
X and for every compacttj?cation cX E E each compact F c cX\X is weakly injinite- 
dimensional. Then any compact H c pX\X is weakly infinite-dimensional. 
The proof of Proposition 4.4 is analogous to that of Proposition 4.3 by virtue of 
the following affirmation. 
Lemma 4.5. Let a compact space X be a limit of an inverse system {X,, pr: m, n E M} 
for which the following conditions hold: 
(1) Every compact X,,, is weakly infinite-dimensional. 
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(2) For every countable set A = M there exists an element m E M such that a s m 
for every a E A. 
Then a compact X is weakly infinite-dimensional. 
Proof. For every pair of disjoint closed sets F and H in X there exists an element 
m E M such that p,F n p,H = 8, where pm : X+X,,, is a natural projection. By 
condition (2) for every sequence {(A,, B,): i E N} of pairs of disjoint closed sets in 
X there exists an element m E M, such that p,,,A, n pm& = 0 for every i E N. Condition 
(1) completes the proof. 0 
From Pasynkov’s factorization theorem’ [l, p. 5451 we have: 
Corollary 4.6. Every weakly infinite-dimensional compact space X is a limit of an 
inverse system {X,,,, pr: m, n E M}, consisting of metrizable weakly infinite- 
dimensional compact spaces X,,,, and for every countable set A c M there exists an 
element m E M such that a s m for all a E A. 
5. Auxiliary assertions of the spaces of mappings 
In this section we consider only metric spaces. A metric on the space X will be 
denoted by dx. In addition we presuppose that d,(x, y) s 1 for every x, y E X. 
By C(X, Y) we denote the collection of all continuous mappings of the space X 
in Y with a uniform convergence topology d(fl h) = sup{dy(f(x), h(x)): x E X}. If 
f E C(X, Y) and y is a system of sets of the space X, then 
r(f; Y) =Wd,(f(x),f(y)): x~ H, Y E p, H # P, H, PE ~1, 
C(X, Y, Y) = {.fE C(X Y): 4.L Y) > 01. 
Lemma 5.1. TI2e set C(X, Y, y) is open in C(X, Y). 
Proof. Obvious. q 
On the space YN consider the metric 
d((a,, . . . , a,,, . . .), (b,, . . . , b,, . . .)) =C {22n-1dv(ai, bi): iE N}. 
’ For every continuous mapping f: X + Y of weakly infinite-dimensional compact X onto Y there 
exist a weakly infinite-dimensional compact 2 and continuous mappings g : X + Z and h : Z + Y such 
that w(Z)= w(Y) andf=h.g. 
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Lemma 5.2. If the set C(X, YN, y) is not empty, then it is dense in C(X, Y”). 
Proof. Let Y, = Y for every i E N. Then YN = n { Yi: i E N}. Consider the space 
z:,=n{Y: i 2 n + 1) with the metric 
d’,((a,+,, . . .), CL+, , . . .)) =I {2-ip’dv(a,, b,): i 2 n + l}, 
thespaceZ:=n{Yj:j=O,l,...,n}withthemetric 
dz((a,, . . . , a,), (b,, . . . , b,)) =C {2~‘~‘dy(ui, b,): js n} 
and the projection p,, : YN + ZE. Then YN = Zz x ZL and for a homeomorphism 
h,: YN+Z:,, where h,(xo, x,, . . ,x,, . . .)=(x0,x,, . . , xi,. . .), we have dk(h,(x), 
h,,(y)) = 22”d(x, y) for all x, y E Y”. Fix f E C(X, YN, y) and g E C(X, Y”). Let 
fn=h,,J v,=p,g and g,=v,xf,:X + Zz x Zk = YN. Then fn E C(X, Zk, y), g,, E 
C(X, YN, y) and d(g, g,,) s 2-“+I. The proof is complete. q 
Lemma 5.3. Consider the projections p, : Y, x Yz + Y, and the mappings 1, : C(X, Y, x 
Y-J + C(X, Yi), where i = 1, 2 and l,(f) = pif The mappings I, and 1, are continuous 
and open. 
Proof. The continuity of the mappings I,, 1, is obvious. Fix f E C(X, Y, x Y2). Then 
for every mapping g E C(X, Y,) we have dC(X,Y,x v2, (f, g x 4(f)) = de,,.,,(&(f), g). 
Hence the mapping I, is open. The proof is complete. 0 
Fix a cardinal number m 3 1. By B, we denote a discrete space of cardinality m 
and bB, is a one-point compactification of the space B,. On B(m) = n {B,: n E N} 
considerthemetricd((a,, a,, . . .), (b,,, b,, . . .))=C{2-‘-I: a, # b,}. Weput bB(m)= 
n{bB,:i~N},E(m)=B(m)xI~ andbE(m)=bB(m)~I~,whereZ=[O,l].Itis 
clear that E(m)= E(m)N. 
Topological property P is called correct if the following conditions are fulfilled: 
(1) Property P is hereditary with respect to closed subspaces. 
(2) If the complete separable metric space Z satisfies property P, then the space 
B(m) x Z satisfies P also. 
A subset Y of a space X is residual if its complement X\ Y is a first-category set. 
Theorem 5.4. Let Z be a complete separable metric space, P be a correct property and 
the space X satisfy the conditions: 
(1) The set E(X, B(m) x Z) of all embeddings of the space X in B(m) x Z is a 
residual set in C(X, B(m) x Z). 
(2) For the subspuce Y c X the set C(X, Z, Y, P) = {f E C(X, Z): Cl&Y has 
property P} is residual in C(X, Z). 
Then the set E*(X, B(m) x Z, Y, P) = {f~ E(X, B(m) xZ): C1nc,,,,rfY and 
Cl,p(fY) haveproperty P}, wherep: B(m) x Z -+ Zis a nuturulprojection, is a residual 
set in the space C(X, B(m) x Z). 
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Proof. Fix a dense G,-set Lc E(X, B(m) x2) of the space C(X, B(m) x2) and 
a dense G,-set H c C(X, 2, Y, P) of the space C(X, 2). By Lemma 5.3 the mapping 
Z:C(X,B(m)xZ)-+C(X,Z), where /(f)=~.f, is open and continuous. Hence 
ZZ’H is a dense G,-set of the space C(X, B(m)xZ). Since C(X, B(m)xZ) is a 
complete metric space, the set L n I-’ H = E*(X, B(m) x 2, Y, P) is a dense G,-set. 
The proof is complete. 0 
The space X is strongly metrizable if it has an open base which is a countable 
union of star-finite covers. The following statement generalizes the theorem of Morita 
[141. 
Theorem 5.5. Let X be a strongly metrizable space and w(X) s m + K,,. Then the set 
of all embeddings E(X, B(m) x IN) is a residual set in C(X, Z?(m) x IN). 
Proof. If Lc X and y is a family of subsets of the space X, then y(L) = 
IJ {H E y: L n H # 0}. In the space X there exists a sequence of covers {Y,,: n E N} 
such that: 
(a) The family { y,,( m(x)): n E N} constitute a base at the point x for every x E X; 
(b) for every n E N the cover y,, is open and star-finite. 
Let n E N and yn = { Ul: a E A,,}. We can assume that the set A, is infinite. Then 
there exists a family of sets {AC: t_c E M,,} for which: 
(1) Al is a countable infinite subset of the set A,,, 
(2) If A # p, then WY n Wz = 0, where WL = IJ {U”,: a E AL}. 
Let AZ = {a;(p): i E N}. Consider a discrete cover &, = { Wi: /1 E M,,} and discrete 
systems 
{5n, = {H;’ = U {E,,,,: )(*EM,}, H;‘=X\y,(Hy’)}: iEN}. 
The sets C(X, Z?(m) x IN, &) and C(X, B(m) x IN, ._$,) are nonempty. Hence by 
Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, 
is a residual set in C(X, Z?(m) x IN) and by construction H c E(X, B(m) x IN). 
In fact, let x E X and Ox be its neighbourhood. There exist numbers n, i E N and 
an element p E M,, for which x E lJz,(,, c ~,~(y,,(x)) = Ox. Let f E H. Then 
Cl(f( Lq,,, ))nCl(f(X\y,I(y~(x))))=O. Hence feE(X,B(m)xZN). The proof is 
complete. 0 
Proposition 5.6. Zf H = E(X, E(m)) 1s a dense set in C(X, E(m)), then: 
(1) {m/X =Ck,, (fx): f E H} is a complete family of metrizable Tech-complete 
extensions of X. 
(2) {b,X =Cl,,,~,,(jX): f E H} is a complete fumiZy of compactifications of the 
space X. 
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Proof. Follows from the equalities E(m)N = E(m) and bE(m)N = bE(m). 0 
Proposition 5.7. If the set Hc E(X, E(m)) is dense in C(X, E(m)), then /3X = 
sup{ 6,X: j-E H}. 
Proof. Obvious. 0 
6. Fundamental theorems about the spaces of mappings 
Consider the cardinal number m 2 1. 
Theorem 6.1. For the space X and n E N the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) The set B?(X) = {f~ E(X, E(m)): dim(Cl,,Ec,,(jX)\fX) s n} is dense in 
C(X, E(m)). 
(2) 7’he set B:(X) is a residual set in C(X, E(m)). 
(3) D:(X) = {fe E(X, E(m)): thespace Cl Ecm,(jX) is almost n-dimensional} # 0. 
(4) The set D:(X) is a residual set in C(X, E(m)). 
(5) The space X is strongly metrizable, almost n-dimensional and w(X) s m + KO. 
Proof. If condition (5) is satisfied, then there exists a compact F c X such that 
dim(X\F) s n. We put Xi = {x E X: dx (x, F) 2 2-l). The sets Xi are closed in X, 
dim X, G n and X\F = U {Xi: i E N}. The set H = {f~ C(X, IN): f-‘(p) = F and 
dim(Cl(jX;)) s n for all i E N} is a residual set in C(X, IN) (see [ 12, Corollary 
4.11). For this it is sufficient to consider the discreteness of the family {X,, F} and 
Lemma 5.1. The implications 5 + 2 and 5 + 4 follow from this fact and Theorem 5.4. 
The implications 4 + 3 + 5 and 2 + 1 are obvious. The implication 1 + 5 follows from 
Theorem 2.3 and Propositions 4.3 and 5.7’. 0 
Corollary 6.2. Let X be a strongly metrizable space of weight w(X) G m + KO. Then 
the collection {fe E(X, E(m)): dim X =dim(Cl,,,,(jX))} is a residual set in 
C(X, E(m)). 
Corollary 6.3. If {X,: i E N} is a sequence of closed subsets of a strongly metrizable 
space X of weight w(X) G m + K,,, then the collection {f~ E(X, E(m)): dim Xi = 
dim(CIE&fX,)) = dim(ClhEcmJ (fl,)) for all i E N} is a residual set in C(X, E(m)). 
[12, Corollary 4.11 and Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 give us: 
Corollary 6.4. If {Xi: i E N} is a sequence of closed subsets of a strongly metrizable 
space X of weight m + KO, then the collection {f~ E(X, E(m)): ind(C1,~,,(jXj)) = 
ind(Ck,, (Jx,)) = ind X, for all i E N} is a residual set in C(X, E(m)). 
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Corollary 6.5. If {Xi: i E N} is a sequence of closed subsets of a strongly metrizable 
space X of weight m + KO, then there exists a compact$cation cX of the space X such 
that: 
(1) cX is embeddable in bE(m). In particular, w(cX) = w(X). 
(2) ind X, = ind(Cl,, (X,)) for all i E N. 
(3) If for some i E N the space X, is weakly infinite-dimensional, then the space 
Clcx (X,) is weakly injinite-dimensional. 
(4) Ind X, = Ind(Cl,x(Xi)) for all i E N. 
Remark 6.6. The theorem of Pol [15, Theorem 3.11 and Theorem 6.1 are equivalent 
for m = 1. By analogy it is possible to strengthen [15, Theorems 4.1 and 5.41 for the 
strongly metrizable spaces. We note that Theorem 6.1 and its analog contain new 
information for separable metric spaces too. 
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